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Vibrational healing can be explained from both a Western physics viewpoint and a shamanic
one, so we’ll look at both. We begin with definitions.

Definitions
“V IBRATION ” = “S ONG ”
➢ Shamanism: Everything has a song that is the essence or “vibration” of that being’s
soul or true self. The cosmos as a whole has its own larger song also, known in Celtic
shamanism as The Great Song or Òran Mór and in Christianity perhaps as the “music
of the spheres.”
o “Energy Signature”—the sum total of past, present, and future vibrations
radiating from you based on your underlying constitution and temperament,
identities, experiences (past and present). It’s how people know whether you
command respect or are a doormat, how predators know whether you are or
aren’t an easy target, how clients know to seek you out for healing, whether
you’d make a good friend or mate, etc. Others usually read or sense your
energy signature unconsciously and aren’t consciously aware of why they feel
drawn to you or not, find you easy to talk to or not, etc.
➢ Physics: All matter is energy (“electromagnetic”) and vibrates at a specific frequency.

E LECTROMAGNETIC FREQUENCIES
➢ Physics: “Frequency” is the rate at which all electromagnetic matter or “energy”
vibrates (fast or slow, high or low, and so on).
o These frequencies are measured in Hertz (Hz).
o Electromagnetic frequencies have been researched for more than 100 years.
o Western diagnostic medicine frequencies are well known: EKGs for the heart,
EEGs for the brain, and MRIs for injured cells.
➢ Shamanism: Shamans have always known about these “frequencies” and calls them
“songs.”
➢ Different frequencies have different impacts: some break down matter and energy,
others build matter and energy. And other frequencies have yet other effects.

Common Mislabeling of the Frequencies
It’s common today to speak of “higher” frequencies as “better” than “lower” frequencies,
because higher are thought to be “good” and lower as “bad.” Although that’s an
understandable assumption given the mainstream’s dichotomies, it’s not accurate technically
nor shamanically. “Higher” and “lower” frequencies could be compared to high and low
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singing notes: neither is good or bad, it’s a matter of what note expresses the song. Similarly,
a fast speed can be good or bad, depending on what’s needed.
Shamanism sees forces of death, chaos, and destruction as necessary parts of the cycle of
existence. The issue is not whether the frequency of the vibration is “good” or “bad” but
whether the frequency is a good fit for the frequency disturbance causing the illness.

How Vibration Heals
But, how do vibrations heal? Shamanism and physics have the same answer to this question
but use different wording.
1. Shamanism: Illness and disease result when the person (or other being) has a
compromised ability to fully radiate their own soul or true self for whatever reason.
Healing results when they regain their ability to experience their fullest vibration or
energy signature.
Physics: Illness and disease result when cells, molecules, or particles of matter are
out of their normal (healthy) resonance or vibratory pattern. Complementary
medicine uses cold laser equipment to deliver specific frequencies to the cells and
tissues of people, animals, and plants.
2. Shamanism: The healing work changes the vibration of the client so that the illness’s
vibration doesn’t match anymore, causing the illness (intrusion or whatever) to fall
away, making room in the client’s body for the soul or true self. In addition, the
healing reattunes the client’s body to that of their soul or true self.
a. A person can be so saturated with illness vibration that follow-up work or true
self after-care may be needed. Keep in mind the power of belief and selfimage to create wholeness or illness.
Physics: Healing occurs when you repeatedly expose damaged tissue to the normal
(whole or healthy) resonance frequencies associated with that tissue.
3. Shamanism: Shamanically, each form has a baseline “song of their soul” that is the
essence of who they are whole themselves and when connected to the larger whole of
existence.
a. For example, in some African villages, if someone commits a crime, the
“criminal” is placed in the center of the circle and all sing the song of their
soul to them until they remember who they really are. It’s understood that you
don’t intentionally harm another unless you’ve forgotten who you are.
Physics: Another cause of illness may be a breakdown in communication between
cells; vibrational healing restores coherence so cells can communicate and the DNA
can repair damaged cells.
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How the Practitioner Works
Shamanic practitioners bring through vibrations from at least 3 main sources: (1) their own
wholeness (more on this later); (2) helping spirits (“passing power” from the helping spirit);
and (3) the healing vibration of the “tools/power objects” they work with, such as a drum or
rattle. Remember that what we call “tools” or “power objects” are living beings. Each of
these tool partners has their own frequency and power. We perceive the frequencies of these
tools as sound or light from drums, rattles, stones, colors, and as other invisible forms.
➢ Different healing frequencies heal or “sing” to different situations. A few examples
illustrate this:
o Cats purr at 25-150 Hz, which stimulates bone growth and healing.
o The journey drumbeat of 200-240 beats per minute helps listeners’ brain
waves go from the normal waking beta state to relaxed alpha and deeper to
theta, the state right between waking and sleeping.
Healers provide immediate vibrational healing in many ways; the most common
shamanically are by singing, dancing, drumming, or even simply by emitting or radiating
your own true self’s essence or that of a helping spirit. Although dancing is not necessarily
audible the way singing and drumming are, the movement creates vibrations and affects your
own vibration. As you vibrate at your most whole frequency, your client unconsciously
attempts to “entrain” to or match you by vibrating at their most whole frequency. Your soul
or true self “calls” to their soul or true self without your “calling” or “sending” at all.

Singing is one of life’s great medicines. —Scott Thomas
The greater the emphasis on perfection, the further it recedes.
—Haridas Chaudhuri
The healer may also work with other sound or light (such as color), with tuning forks,
flowers or plants, gems or crystals, stones, touch, aroma, sacred geometry, and more. The
possibilities are endless. My primary helping spirit will often sing into a water glass that the
client then drinks.
You can store vibrations by making a decoction from any willing form (whether a drum,
flower, crystal, stone, etc.). The form can teach you how to bring out and store for future use
the vibrational essence or innate power of that drum, flower, crystal, stone, etc.

Drums, Rattles, Stones, & Other Power “Tools”
•

Drums and rattles, like all “tools,” are living beings. Shamanism sees everything as
alive.

•

When you first start working with them, they can be "dedicated" in a special
ceremony honoring them as a unique individual, introducing them to the assembled
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community, and blessing them and perhaps declaring them for a special purpose, such
as journeying, healing, and so on.
•

Before each healing or other ceremony, tools can also be "enlivened" or awakened,
with their permission, by asking universal power or your helping spirit(s) to enter the
tool and join with the tool’s spirit to support the work at hand.

•

Most tools are covered or tucked away in a sacred place when not in use.

We gave up a lot of our power when we gave up singing, dancing, and drumming.
We can reclaim our power by singing, dancing, and drumming.
—Sandra Ingerman

Small Sampling of Shamanic Sound Healing Applications
Below are some of the most common examples of shamanic sound vibration healing.

S INGING T HE JOURNEY . South American shamans often sing while journeying. Many
shamans work with assistants who sing and leading the people present in singing to raise the
shaman’s power. Their support helps the shaman to sing ever more loudly, dance with more
vigor, and do the work, The shaman’s physical weakness was overcome not by wild
improvisation but by constant repetition of the plain rhythmic patterns sung by the assistant
and the community.

W ORD DOCTORING . Perhaps most famous for Word Doctoring are the Sami traditions of
Norway, Sweden, Finland, and parts of Russia. A particular word cures headaches, another
word heals stomach aches, etc. They keep a book with the words and what illness they heal.

S TORY T ELLING . The time-honored tradition of story-telling is a form of word doctoring
that works with many words as one story to teach or bring healing. The whole story, rather
than one word, is the “doctor” who heals.

S ONG D OCTORING . Song doctoring is the use of "received song" for healing, growth, and
guidance. Songs are received from Source by means of either shamanic journeying or letting
your helping spirit sing. As Thomas Scott notes, “singing is one of life’s great medicines.”
When I was teaching a 5-day advanced depossession some years ago, the question arose of
what to do when dealing with these difficult, powerful, or dangerous possessing spirits. The
answer, “When in doubt, sing” became a running joke in the training.

D RUM D OCTORING . This is the sound and healing of an enspirited drum, a drum that has
special healing power.

D ANCING . Dancing raises power in the body. The deeper breathing and blood flow enhance
the trance state and deepen or increase the vibration. The Western physics explanation is that
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ceremonial dance “establishes a resonance in the unified field.” I find it easier to say it raises
power in the body that flows out into the client and room or space.

C OMBOS OF S INGING , D ANCING , AND D RUMMING . Classical shamans often sing, dance,
and drum for days, often a 3-hour minimum. They may then also do a ceremony or a
particular healing work for a person, the community, or the planet, but the singing, dancing,
and drumming is itself a healing ceremony.

Shamans sing and dance a lot because it opens the heart and
empties you out so that you can become a "hollow bone."
S ILENCE . Silence is the unheard note or vibration or breath between the beats; it's needed to
separate the beats. Silence is understood as necessary and as part of the rhythm. Shamans
traditionally spend lots of time in silence.

Personal Applications of Singing, Dancing, and Drumming
Singing, dancing, and drumming have a profound impact not only on the client but on the
practitioner also. "Bodies that move freely, breathe deeply, and play fully can change the
world for the better." (Interplay: 157) Your own singing, dancing, and drumming will bring
healing for the client, but getting them to dance or sing, such as giving them a healing or
other power song, will also bring deep healing. Singing, dancing and drumming can support
you and your clients with all of the following.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Bring a heightened awareness, a deeper consciousness.
Help us break through to non-ordinary reality, to access other dimensions; normal
reality, in a left-brain sense, limits our ability to experience and learn many things;
give us access to a larger experience of reality than living in our heads alone can give.
Weaken the societally induced trance that limits our connection to ourselves and to
Source.
Enable us to move our stuck emotional and patterned energy and limiting beliefs and
shift into oneness.
Help people “reinhabit” their bodies. When we are not at home in our bodies, our
power is limited and we’re at risk for someone or something else moving in.
Blend body, mind, emotion, and spirit into one again.
Open us to greater possibility and to feeling our connection to everything that is.

Other Vibrational Healing Forms
You could argue that all healing is vibrational healing. In addition to sound vibrations, below
are some of the endless other modes. These all work through the vibrations that emanate
either directly from the being/tool or through your hands or body as you and your helping
spirit(s) do the ceremony.
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1. “Shaking Medicine” (Bradford Keeney): the power comes through his body, which
shakes, and is then transmitted to the client, usually by standing next to them while
he is shaking and placing his hands on the client’s body or shoulders.
2. light vibrations: specific colors heal specific illnesses
3. plant vibrations: I prefer direct whole plant to elixirs or extracts
4. other animals’ vibrations
5. weathers, elementals vibrations (Q’ero Sun swallowing, Pomo Sun Extraction, Full
Moon or New Moon ceremonies, the steam off hot stones in a sweat or sauna…)
6. pattern vibrations—sacred geometry, symbols, runes, healing designs in mandalas,
sand paintings, Song Cloths of the Shipibo-Conibo (the vibration is embedded in the
cloth)
7. statues, talismans, regalia, eye curtains
8. aroma, scent
9. Etc., etc., etc.!

“When in doubt, sing.”

—Mary Rooker, theme from an advanced depossession class

Curing versus Healing
Our Lady of Guadalupe came to Sandra Ingerman in a dream and taught her that no one can
heal another person. You can only stimulate a client’s own healing power to come through.
The Foundation for Shamanic Studies and other traditions talk about this as the difference
between curing and healing. Jack Schwarz used the metaphor of the healer as a AAA truck:
you can charge the battery, but the client has to put their own foot on the accelerator. He
advised to help clients experience their fullest vibration and tap into their own radiance.

Your Vibration Affects Your Client
Your own state while conducting healing ceremonies can itself be part of the healing and
definitely affects the quality of the healing power brought through.
➢ The planet emits an electromagnetic frequency of 8 Hz. Prominent and successful
healers are also thought to emit an electromagnetic frequency of 8 Hz.
➢ Shamans, martial artists, and other healers have known for thousands of years that
developing a grounded connection to the earth promotes healing and access to power.
In addition, your vibration and energy signature affect your ability to connect with your
helping spirit(s) and also affect your client, simply because we are often affected by those
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around us, especially when we are seeking help. So do your own personal work and be sure
to “power stack” before doing any healing ceremonies.
Your vibration’s effect on your client is another good reason to practice managing your own
daily reactivity and energetic states. Examining what you attune to every day matters, as
that’s your baseline vibration that affects you as both a person and as a practitioner. What we
attune to includes the people we spend most of our time with, the books we read, the videos
and movies we watch, our beliefs—everything.

Your Perception of Your Client Affects Your Client
The Soul Compass/Sovereignty prerequisite training explores how our thoughts, beliefs, and
emotions produce vibrations or “energy bundles” or “information packets” that travel
through our own body. These vibrations are also emitted outside our body to the physical
space and to others around us, human and more than human. So the thoughts, emotions, and
beliefs we hold toward any client can also affect the client. Your unhealed, reactive
vibrations transmit wounding and reactivity to you and the space and beings around you.
Healed, whole vibrations transmit healing and wholeness to you and your surroundings.
Sandra Ingerman’s healing with “spiritual light” or “transfiguration” approach works by
seeing the client as already whole and fully in their true soul self. The practitioner does not
acknowledge the “illness,” as doing so would indicate an agreement that illness is in the
room. Some practitioners ask the client NOT to disclose the problem or issue or “illness”
they want the practitioner to work on to help the practitioner maintain the perception of the
client as already whole and in their true soul self.
As Ingerman teaches it, the practitioner energetically doesn’t agree when the client gives
their complaint or talks about what’s wrong with themselves. Note that this is an energetic or
perceptual disagreement, not a verbal one of telling the client they’re not sick, etc. As I
practice it, I acknowledge the following to myself to avoid denial of their complaint, because
denial can also strengthen or feed the complaint or illness to the client’s detriment.
1. The client’s complaint or victimization is one of many ways they might perceive
their situation but is hardly the whole picture.
2. Their situation has many other sides to it, many of them empowering.
3. The client’s power, soul/true self, and helping spirits are also present and available.
4. Possibilities exist that the client can’t see, such as they are already healed and whole.

Vibrational Healing: The Future of All Healing?
Sandra Ingerman once said that healing with vibration (sound and light) may one day be
“the” healing modality, with soul retrieval, extraction, and other healing modalities either
falling away or becoming less important. Whether that’s so, only time will tell. Meantime,
we know for certain that vibrational healing is central to the needs of today and an important
tool-being partner for the practitioner.

